Enzyme logic gates for the digital analysis of physiological level upon injury.
A biocomputing system composed of a combination of AND/IDENTITY logic gates based on the concerted operation of three enzymes: lactate oxidase, horseradish peroxidase and glucose dehydrogenase was designed to process biochemical information related to pathophysiological conditions originating from various injuries. Three biochemical markers: lactate, norepinephrine and glucose were applied as input signals to activate the enzyme logic system. Physiologically normal concentrations of the markers were selected as logic 0 values of the input signals, while their abnormally increased concentrations, indicative of various injury conditions were defined as logic 1 input. Biochemical processing of different patterns of the biomarkers resulted in the formation of norepiquinone and NADH defined as the output signals. Optical and electrochemical means were used to follow the formation of the output signals for eight different combinations of three input signals. The enzymatically processed biochemical information presented in the form of a logic truth table allowed distinguishing the difference between normal physiological conditions, pathophysiological conditions corresponding to traumatic brain injury and hemorrhagic shock, and abnormal situations (not corresponding to injury). The developed system represents a biocomputing logic system applied for the analysis of biomedical conditions related to various injuries. We anticipate that such biochemical logic gates will facilitate decision-making in connection to an integrated therapeutic feedback-loop system and hence will revolutionize the monitoring and treatment of injured civilians and soldiers.